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This plan to be used for assessing purposes only.
The Town of Plymouth makes no claims, no representations and no warranties,
express or implied, concerning the validity (express or implied), the reliability or the accuracy
of the GIS data and/or GIS products furnished by the Town,
including the implied validity of any uses of such data.
Parcel lines are graphic representations only.
Prepared and maintained by the Plymouth Engineering Division. January 1, 2013
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5.5.3!Vegetation!Experimentation!!
The!team!contacted!David!Gould!and!Kerin!McCall!regarding!the!possibility!of!
conducting!a!series!of!vegetation!experiments!on!Plymouth!Long!Beach.!They!said!this!was!a!
possibility,!however!there!would!have!to!be!special!considerations!for!the!endangered!species!
on!the!beach.!We!explained!to!them!that!the!vegetation!actually!helps!the!endangered!species!
and!they!use!these!beds!of!vegetation!to!nest!in.!Therefore!the!idea!of!experimenting!with!
vegetation!actually!would!not!affect!these!endangered!species!if!planted!during!the!
construction!season.!However,!due!to!the!timeframe!and!weather!conditions!we!were!unable!
to!plant.!There!was!a!premature!frost!and!we!would!not!have!been!able!to!get!the!plants!in!the!
ground!during!the!ideal!planting!season,!therefore!this!idea!was!postponed.!We!would!like!to!
see!this!idea!completed!in!the!future,!during!the!ideal!planting!months.!!
5.6)Limitations))
This!project!is!not!applicable!to!all!beaches.!Based!on!this,!not!all!projects!will!have!the!
same!recommendations.!The!results!and!recommendations!that!we!found!are!limited!to!our!
example!of!Duxbury!Beach!and!our!research!of!Plymouth!Long!Beach.!One!of!the!largest!
limitations!the!team!faced!was!the!time!frame!of!the!project.!We!were!only!able!to!look!at!
Plymouth!Long!Beach!during!the!fall!and!winter!months,!which!included!only!two!months!of!
warmer,!dry!weather.!This!limited!our!data!collection!and!physical!knowledge!because!the!
weather!was!changing.!The!team!was!also!able!to!see!Duxbury!Beach!at!a!time!when!it!was!
thriving,!however!we!do!not!know!the!circumstances!of!the!timing.!Due!to!the!short!time!frame!
of!observation,!the!team!was!unable!to!observe!the!past!or!future!maintenance!of!Duxbury!
Beach.!Duxbury!is!the!only!beach!the!team!observed!because!of!its!similarity!to!Plymouth!Long!
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Beach.!Other!beaches!in!the!area!were!not!taken!into!consideration.!However,!these!beaches!
could!be!employing!other!ways!to!mitigate!erosion!that!could!be!applied!to!Plymouth!Long!
Beach.!!
5.7)Proposed)Future)IQP))
The!future!plan!of!this!project!is!to!implement!the!plan!to!mitigate!erosion!at!Plymouth!
Long!Beach.!We!would!like!this!project!to!be!continued!with!other!WPI!IQP!groups!that!are!
interested.!We!would!like!these!teams!to!see!that!the!Department!of!Marine!and!
Environmental!Affairs!at!the!town!of!Plymouth!follows!through!with!our!recommendations.!
They!could!work!with!construction!teams,!experiment!with!planting,!and!look!further!into!
permitting!and!regulations.!
5.8)Conclusion)
The!Plymouth!Long!Beach!Erosion!IQP!project!targeted!the!causes!and!effect!of!erosion!
on!Plymouth!Long!Beach.!The!team!utilized!Duxbury!Beach!as!a!case!study!and!compared!the!
results!to!the!conditions!of!Plymouth!Long!Beach.!Recommendations!to!mitigate!erosion!were!
provided!from!researching,!observations,!analysis,!and!comparison.!We!would!like!to!see!the!
plans!implemented!and!the!recommendations!completed!in!the!near!future.!We!feel!that!with!
the!implications!of!our!project!the!beach!will!prosper!in!years!to!come.!!
! !
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Appendix!!
Appendix)A:)Glossary)
Accretion:!the!process!of!growth!or!increase!by!the!gradual!accumulation!of!additional!layers/matter!!
Aprons:!a!small!area!adjacent!to!another!larger!area/structure!including!an!extensive!deposit!of!
sediment!typically!at!the!foot!of!a!glacier!or!mountain!!!
Backshore:!the!backshore!area!of!a!beach!extends!from!the!high!water!foam!lines!to!dunes,!it!is!the!part!
of!the!beach!that!is!not!affected!by!waves!unless!there!is!an!extreme!high!tide!
Barge:!a!flatSbottomed!boat!used!to!carry!freight!!
Barrier)beach:!a!sand!ridge!that!rises!slightly!above!the!surface!of!the!sea!and!runs!roughly!parallel!to!
the!shore!from!which!it!is!separated!by!a!lagoon!!
Bayberry:!a!North!American!shrub!with!aromatic!leathery!leaves!and!waxy!berries!!
Beach)berm:!mound!of!earth,!used!as!a!barrier!!
Beach)grass:!a!perennial!grass!native!to!sandy!shores!along!the!Great!Lake!and!Atlantic!coast.!It!has!
long,!erect,!and!crowded!clusters.!It!is!typically!planted!as!a!sand!binder!to!stabilize!dunes!and!combat!
beach!erosion!!
Biogenous:!originating!from!living!things/producing!life!!
Breach:!a!gap!in!a!wall,!barrier,!or!defense!mechanism!!
Breakwater:!a!barrier!built!into!a!body!of!water!to!protect!a!coast!or!harbor!from!the!force!of!waves!!
Bulkhead:!a!dividing!wall!or!embankment!that!acts!as!a!protective!barrier!!
Channel:!a!narrow!body!of!water!that!joins!two!larger!areas!of!water!(usually!seas)!!
Crossover:!the!point!at!the!beach!in!which!you!can!cross!from!one!side!to!another!using!a!vehicle!!
Dike:!a!long!wall!or!embankment!built!to!prevent!flooding!from!the!sea!!
Down)drift:!the!direction!of!the!net!long!shore!transport!!
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Dredge:!to!clean!out!the!bed!of!a!harbor,!river,!or!body!of!water!by!scooping!out!mud,!weeds,!and!other!
rubbish!!!
Dune:!a!mound!or!ridge!of!sand!(or!loose!sediment)!formed!by!the!wind!on!the!seacoast!
Erosion:!the!gradual!destruction!of!something!by!wind,!water,!or!other!natural!agents!
Estuary:!an!arm!of!the!sea!that!extends!inland!to!meet!the!mouth!of!a!river!!!
Gabions:!a!wirework!container!filled!with!rock,!broken!concrete,!or!other!materials!used!in!the!
construction!of!dams,!retaining!walls,!etc.!!
Geomorphology:!the!study!of!the!physical!features!of!the!surface!of!the!earth!and!their!relation!to!its!
geological!structures!!
Groin:!a!small!jetty!extending!from!a!shore!to!protect!a!beach!against!erosion!!
Harbor:!an!artificial!place!near!the!coast!made!up!of!piers!or!jetties!where!vessels!find!shelter!from!
rough!waters!
Hydraulic:!operated!by!the!pressure!of!water!or!other!liquids!!
Hydrogenous:!related!to!or!containing!Hydrogen!!
Inlet:!a!small!arm!of!the!sea;!a!river,!bay,!or!cove!!
Jetty:!a!landing!stage!or!small!pier!at!which!boats!can!dock!or!be!moored!!
Lagoon:!a!stretch!of!salt!water!separated!from!the!sea!by!a!low!sandbank!or!coral!reef!
Littoral:!regions!lying!near!the!shore!!
Long)shore)transport:!long!shore!drift!consists!of!the!transportation!of!sediments!along!a!coast!at!an!
angle!to!the!shoreline,!which!is!dependent!on!wind!and!wave!direction!!!
Nourishment:!a!process,!which!sediment!that!is!lost!through!long!shore!replaces!from!drift!or!erosion!
outside!sources!
Over)wash:!the!flow!of!water!and!sediment!over!the!crest!of!the!beach!that!does!not!directly!return!to!
the!sea!!!
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Pocket)beach:!a!small!beach!between!two!headlands!!
Revetment:!a!structure!made!of!stone,!sandbags,!or!other!material!to!protect!a!wall!or!embankment!!
Rosa)Rugosa:!a!species!of!rose!native!to!eastern!Asia.!It!is!a!woody!shrub!that!grows!on!the!coast!usually!
in!sand!dunes!!
Sand)fence:!a!type!of!fence!used!to!protect!a!beach!from!winds!or!high!tides!that!cause!erosion.!They!
can!be!made!out!of!natural!material.!!!
Seaport:!a!town!or!city!with!a!harbor!for!seagoing!ships!!
Seawall:!a!wall!or!embankment!built!to!prevent!the!sea!from!eroding!an!area!of!land!
Sediment:!matter!that!settles!to!the!bottom!of!the!sea!
Shoal:!a!shallow/sandy!place!in!a!body!of!water!!
Sink:!a!basin!or!sewer,!like!a!sinkhole!!
Storm)surge:!a!rising!of!the!sea!as!a!result!of!atmospheric!pressure!changes!and!winds!associated!with!
the!storm!
Wash)over:!the!flow!of!water!and!sediment!over!the!crest!of!the!beach!that!does!not!directly!return!to!
the!water!body!where!it!originated!after!water!level!fluctuations!return!to!normal!
Wave)energy:!the!transport/capture!of!energy!from!ocean!waves!to!use!to!do!work!such!as!electricity!
generation,!water!desalination,!or!the!pumping!of!water.!!
! !
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Appendix!B:!Methodology!Steps!
1. Observe!Plymouth!Long!Beach!Prior!to!interviews!
a. Location:!Warren’s!Cove!to!Cross!Over!
b. Size:!3!miles!long!!
c. Terrain:!small!beaches,!revetment,!groins,!river,!roads,!shacks,!rocky!
d. Activity:!a!lot!of!recreational!use!(driving,!walking,!dogs)!
e. Housing:!Cottages!along!the!left!side!of!the!beach!road!between!the!town!beach!
and!the!crossover!have!reconstructed!landscape!over!the!years!from!storms!
f. Avenues!of!Approach:!Entrance!off!of!Rt.!3A!and!leads!throughout!the!left!side!of!
the!barrier!beach!until!the!crossover!where!it!transfers!to!the!shoreline!side!of!the!
barrier!beach.!Not!a!thru!road.!
!
2. Observe!Plymouth!Long!Beach!with!a!Plymouth!Long!Beach!Manager!
S Filled!us!in!on!observations!previously!documented!
S Interviewed!Kerin!McCall!who!supplied!the!area!of!concern!
S Interviewed!with!David!Gould!who!confirmed!ideas,!suggestions!and!areas!of!
concern!
!
3. Observe!Duxbury!Beach!with!Plymouth!and!Duxbury!Beach!Managers!
a. Location:!Terrain!before!Gurnet!Point!
b. Size:!7!miles!long!
c. Terrain:!Sand!Dunes,!Roads,!Parking!Lot!(only!at!the!beginning!on!beach!entrance,!
walkways!in!“zigzag”!patterns!to!reduce!wind!tunnelSlike!patterns!
!
4. View!construction!of!Sand!Dunes!on!Duxbury!Beach!!
a. Write!process!
b. Video!process!
c. Photograph!process!
!
5. View!Vegetation!on!Duxbury!Beach!
a. Photograph!
b. Video!!
c. Interview!
!
6. Experiment!with!various!types!of!vegetation!on!Plymouth!Long!Beach!
!
7. View!Duxbury’s!experimentation!results!with!various!types!of!dune!vegetation!
a. Coordinate!with!Mr.!Joe!Grady!
!
8. View!Duxbury’s!experimentation!results!with!various!types!of!grain!sizes!
a. Coordinate!with!Mr.!Joe!Grady!
!
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9. Acquire!Duxbury!Beach!sand!dune!engineering!documentation!(construction!details,!engineering!
drawings!and!plans)!
a. Coordinate!with!Mr.!Joe!Grady!
!
10. Plant!American!Beach!Grass!in!accordance!with!Mr.!Joe!Grady!
a. Plan!a!date!
b. View!process!of!planting!
!
11. Plant!Woody!Shrubs!in!accordance!with!Mr.!Joe!Grady!
a. Plan!a!date!!
b. View!process!of!planting!
!
12. Present!most!ideal!solution!for!Plymouth!Long!Beach!to!Mr.!David!Gould!and!Ms.!Kerin!McCall!in!
order!to!view!opinions!on!Duxbury!Beach!plans!and!results!
a. Propose!a!meeting!date!and!time!with!management!officials!
b. Bring!methodology!steps!and!ideal!solutions!to!meeting!
!
13. Coordinate!with!Joe!Grady!to!acquire!construction!company!information,!site!contractor!
information!and!equipment!rental!information!
a. Document!any!and!all!information!that!was!in!accordance!with!construction!
!
14. Document!Plymouth!Long!Beach!terrain!measurements!
a. Acquire!equipment!from!Plymouth!Long!Beach!
b. Acquire!construction!measuring!tapes!and!surveying!equipment!to!do!so!
!
15. Organize!the!final!proposal!with!every!bit!of!information!laid!out!in!the!specific!order!of!events!to!
occur!
a. Type!out!plan!
b. Set!a!meeting!with!advisors!for!approval!
c. Set!a!meeting!with!sponsors!for!approval!
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Appendix)C:)Plymouth)Photos))
Terrain)
!
Figure'30:'Seawall'
!
! !
Figure'31:'Seawall'
!
! !
Figure'32:'groin'
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!
Figure'33:Eel'River'
!!
Maintenance)
!
Figure'34:'Storm'Damage'
!
!! !
Figure'35:'Storm'Damage'
!
!! !
Figure'36:'Dredging'the'Eel'River'
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!! !
Figure'37:'Dredging'the'Eel'River'
!
!! !
Figure'38:'Dredging'the'Eel'River'
!
!! !
Figure'39:'Dredging'the'Eel'River'
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Figure'40:'Dredging'the'Eel'River'
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Figure'41:'Storm'Damage'
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Figure'42:'Storm'Damage'
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Figure'43:'Flooding'
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Appendix)D:)Duxbury)
Terrain!
!
Figure'44:'Large'grain'size'
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Figure'45:'Large'grain'size'
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Figure'46:'Large'grain'size'
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Figure'47:'Sand'fencing'
!
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Figure'48:'Sand'fencing'
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Figure'49:'Zigzag'sand'fencing'
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Maintenance!!
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Figure'50:'Seaside'Dune'
!
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Figure'51:'Roadside'Dune'
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Figure'52:'Woody'shrubs'
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Figure'53:'Beach'grass'
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Figure'54:'Beach'grass'
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Figure'55:'Woody'shrubs'at'dune'base'
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Figure'56:'Woody'shrubs'at'dune'base'
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Figure'57:'Woody'shrubs'at'dune'base'
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Figure'58:'Newly'planted'beach'grass'
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Figure'59:'Newly'planted'beach'grass'
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Figure'60:'Newly'planted'beach'grass'
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Figure'61:'Road'construction'
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Figure'62:'Road'construction'
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Figure'63:'Road'construction'
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Figure'64:'Completed'Dune'
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Figure'65:'Completed'Dune'
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Figure'66:'Completed'Dune'
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Appendix)E:)Maps)
!
!
Figure'67:'Beach'Comparison'
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Figure'68:'Identifications'
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!
Figure'69:'Final'Recommendation'
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